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 THE COVER:  Coaches of 2003 National Champions.

 JANUARY:   Remembering Albert S. Odom
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A government's obligation to protect the environment ought to take precedence over its obligation
to promote economic development.
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��������::::: That the United States federal government should establish an ocean policy substantially increasing
protection of marine natural resources.
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Reminder: Only Chapter Schools Have Voting Rights.
The area that receives the most votes will be the 2004 - 2005 Debate Topic and Resolution.

______ ISRAEL
Resolved: That the United States federal government should substantially change its foreign policy toward Israel.

______ UNITED NATIONS
Resolved: That the United States federal government should establish a foreign policy substantially increasing

its support of United Nations peacekeeping operations.

NAME: __________________________________________________________________

SCHOOL / STATE: __________________________________________________________

Ballots must be received by fax or mail by No Later than January 7, 2004
National Forensic League, Box 38, Ripon, WI  54971-0038

Fax: (920) 748-9478

(The deadline date for voting is established by the National Federation Debate Topic Committee)

 That Congress should repeal the No Child Left Behind Act.
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Newly revised ballots available through the NFL Store, www.nflonline.org or fax (920) 748-9478, attn Diane with PO order.



N   Executive Council

F                Fall Meeting

L September 26-27,2003
Salt Lake City, Utah

The NFL Executive Council held its Fall meeting in Salt Lake
City, Utah, Sept. 26-27, 2003.  All members including alternate Leslie
Phillips, were present.

President Billy Tate called the meeting to order at 8:50 a.m.,
September 26, 2003.

Public Forum Debate (Ted Turner)
President Tate conducted an informal consideration of the

rules of Ted Turner Debate by a committee of the whole.
Moved by Roberts, seconded by Keller. “Ted Turner Debate

be adopted as an official NFL main event with the rules clarified
and developed by a committee of the whole.”  (Official Rules ap-
pear on page TD-12 of the District Manual at www.nflonline.org.)
Passed: 9-0

Add to the official ballot and rules that the final speech,
previously known as “Last Shot” should be entitled “Final Fo-
cus.”

Add to the official rules that the “Final Focus” is a persua-
sive final restatement of why your team has won the debate.

Add to the rules that the use of Community judges is strongly
encouraged. (However, there is no specific rule against any type of
judge.)

The official ballot should state that new arguments in the
final speech are to be ignored.

Add to the rules that the coin toss should take place in front
of the judge(s) of the round.

Moved by Belch, seconded by Ferguson “The event just
passed be called “Public Forum Debate”.
Passed:  6-3.  Passed:  Aye:  Belch, Sferra, King, Ferguson, Keller,
Tate. Nay:  Crabtree, Roberts, Sterner.

Moved by Sferra, seconded by Keller “At the Salt Lake City
National Tournament, “Public Forum Debate” will be called “Ted
Turner Public Forum Debate”.
Passed 8-0.  Abstain: 1 Aye:  Sferra, King, Ferguson, Keller, Tate,
Crabtree, Roberts, Sterner. Abstain:  Ted Belch

Double Entry
Moved by Sferra, seconded by Sterner “Eliminate double

entry at the National Tournament”.
Passed: 8-1.  Aye: Crabtree, Roberts, Sterner, Sferra, King, Ferguson,
Keller, Tate.  Nay:  Belch

Moved by Sferra, seconded by Belch-“Replace rule 7 of the
District Tournament Manual with:  "Autonomy" as a heading with
the following points of clarification:

a. The District Committee may limit entry to
one event at the District Tournament.
b. District Committee may choose to allow double entry at
the District Tournament with the following guidelines:

1. The District Committee is allowed au-
tonomy in terms of double entry; however, no
triple entry is allowed at the District Tourna-
ment.
2. Students can only enter one team
event at the District Tournament.
3. If a student qualifies in a team event
and a solo event, the student must attend Na-
tionals in the team event [Policy, Duo, Public
Forum].
4. A student who is double entered in two
solo events at the District Tournament must
determine in advance, in writing, signed by
the student, coach, parent/guardian, and prin-
cipal the solo event that he/she will enter at
the National Tournament.” [Sample form @
www.nflonline.org]

Passed: 9-0

This allows each District Committee to determine what form
of double entry is appropriate for their specific district.  Districts
can limit District entry to 1 event, or allow a large range of non-
traditional double entries (i.e. LD/Policy, IX/USX, DI/HI, PF/LD,
PF/DI, etc.)  This decision is now up to the individual district with
the above guidelines (no triple entry, no doubling between team
events, mandated team attendance if double qualified with a solo
event, and predetermined National entry if a student double quali-
fies in a solo event.)

National Final Round Judges and Ranks
Moved by Sferra, seconded by Roberts “Each final round

panel will consist of 11 judges made up of the following: no more
than 3 sponsor judges, 1 local nominee, and at least 7 prominent
coaches (senior diamond and national champion coaches or
coaches nominated by the district chairs). The 2 highest rankings
and 2 lowest rankings for each competitor will be dropped.  Tie
breaking rules will remain the same.
Passed:  6-2-1
Aye:  Crabtree, Roberts, Sterner, Sferra, Keller, Tate.  Nay:  Belch,
Ferguson.  Abstain:  King

Heiteen Petition
Moved by Roberts, seconded by Sferra “Accept the request

of Jan Heiteen to change her official coach membership date to
June 18, 1978.”
Passed:  9-0.

Decision based on written documentation that Ms. Heiteen
coached a student at the 1978 Nationals.

Moved by Ferguson, seconded by Belch “Direct the Na-
tional Secretary to revisit the official rules manual and report to the
council at the Spring Meeting in 2004 with recommendations.”
Passed 9-0.

The council seeks input from coaches and district chairs on
rule changes.

U.S. State Department Grant
The council was briefed on the International Exchange Grant
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by the US Department of State and the potential schedule of
events for the summer of 2004.

The council was also informed of the recent cooperation
between the UN Foundation on its “The People Speak” project.

Use of Electronic Devices in Extemp and Debate
Moved by Ferguson, seconded by Roberts “Judges be al-

lowed to use a computer to take notes during all competition at the
District and National Tournaments while judging.”
Passed: 8-1.  Aye:  Crabtree, Roberts, Sterner, Belch, King, Ferguson,
Keller, Tate.  Nay:  Sferra

Moved by Belch, seconded by Ferguson. “Debaters be al-
lowed to use computers during rounds for note taking purposes
and the retrieval of information saved to the computer’s hard drive,
computer disk, or compact disk prior to the beginning of the round.”
Failed: 2-7  Aye:  Belch, Ferguson  Nay:   Crabtree, Roberts, Sterner,
Sferra, King, Keller, Tate.

The potential for debaters using wireless access to contact
coaches and "support personnel" during the round and the un-
even playing field created if teams cannot afford laptops were con-
cerns. The council seeks additional input on this issue.

National Tournament Location and Administration
The council instructed the National Secretary to make site

visits to places submitting complete bid packets by February 1,
2004.

The council encouraged the National Secretary to explore
various methods of convention planning for the National Tourna-
ment.

 The council recessed for the day at 6 p.m. on Friday, Sep-
tember 26th. The council convened at 8:40 a.m. on Saturday, Sep-
tember 27th, 2003

Salt Lake City Nationals
Frank Langheinrich and David Smith made a presentation to

the council about plans for the Salt Lake City Nationals.  The coun-
cil was extremely impressed with the preliminary work of the Salt
Lake City Host Committee.

Budget
The council considered an official request from Dr. David

Cheshier of Georgia State University for additional monetary funds
for extra expenses incurred at the Atlanta Nationals.

Moved by Roberts, seconded by King. “The NFL pay Dr.
David Cheshier on behalf of Georgia State University $5098 for
additional expenses incurred at the Atlanta Nationals.”
Passed:  9-0

Moved by Sferra, seconded by Crabtree “To accept the pro-
posed National Tournament Budget.”
Passed:  9-0

Moved by Roberts, seconded by Sterner “To accept the
proposed National Honor Society Budget.”
Passed: 9-0

Moved by Keller, seconded by King  “To accept the per-
sonnel budget”
Passed: 9-0

The council commended the excellent work of the NFL Office
staff during the past year.

Entry Quotas
Moved by Keller, seconded by Sferra. “Allow every school

to enter two teams in Public Forum Debate in addition to that
school's district entry quota. (as published on page TD-2 of the
2003 District Tournament Manual)  Schools may enter more than
two Public Forum Debate teams, however, the additional teams will
count against that school’s district entry quota.”
Passed:  9-0

The council instructed the National Secretary to solicit input
from the membership concerning adjustments to district entry quo-
tas.  The council agreed to address the issue at the Fall Meeting in
2004.

Moved by Roberts, seconded by Sferra “Add an additional
degree for 1500 points but place a cap of no more than 750 points in
any one category (debate, speech, group speaking).”
Passed:  9-0

Moved by Roberts, seconded by Crabtree “To name the new
degree ‘Quintuple Ruby’”.
Failed:  0-9

Moved by Sterner, seconded by Belch “To name the new
degree ‘Degree of Premier Distinction’”
Passed: 9-0

The council instructed the National Secretary to implement
the new degree system as soon as possible.

The seal for the new degree "Premier Distinction" is black
and a fifth ruby will be awarded for placement in the NFL key or pin.

[Secretary Wunn is pleased to announce that the new sys-
tem is now available for your use.]

Publications and the Internet
Moved by Roberts, seconded by Crabtree “Set Rostrum dis-

tribution at four per member school”
Passed: 8-0-1 Aye:  Crabtree, Roberts, Sterner, Belch, Ferguson,
Phillips (for King), Keller, Tate.  Abstain:  Sferra

[The Rostrum is now online monthly at www.nflonline.org. Schools
may request extra Rostrum copies]

Teacher Training and Education Assistance
The council requested that the National Secretary review the

existing programs and policies of teacher training and education
assistance sponsored by the NFL.

The council viewed the new “Power of Speech” video pro-
duced by Lincoln Financial Group and commended them for their
contribution to the NFL.

The council agreed to hold the Spring Meeting in  Chicago,
IL on April 4-5, 2004.

President Billy Tate adjourned the meeting at 4:30 p.m. Sep-
tember 27, 2003.
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Fear, what fear? You thrive on the opportunity
to speak in front of others. You welcome it. You
relish the opportunity to showcase your public
speaking skills while having your audience (and
more importantly, the judges!) hanging on your
every elegant, eloquent, articulation. This is
more than a talent; this is an awesome gift –
one that will last your entire lifetime!

Some people run at gold medal speeds, others
can throw a baseball 90 mph. There are those
rare few who are capable of scoring a perfect
1600 on the SAT, or those that sing like angels.
I can think of countless times in my life when 

You can see the terror on their faces. 
Heart pounding, palms and forehead 
sweaty, an ever-growing lump in the throat
as the moment of truth nears. You can almost
hear their knees knocking with terror as their
inner most fears are put on display for all to
see. It is all they can do to not run out 
the room as they begin to do battle with 
their fear of public speaking! It is a
well-known fact that for many 
individuals, public speaking is one 
of the greatest fears. But fear is all
but absent in the NFL. 

I wish I had one of such talents. Now, I am so
appreciative of the gift that I did receive, the
gift that all NFL members have – the gift of
skilled communication. I do not remember the
first realization of this gift, nor did I recognize
what it truly meant. I didn’t really have a true
perception of the gift during my days 
participating in my high school speech/debate
club. At that time, the club was just fun for 
me. Over time, I began to develop a real 
appreciation for skilled oration/communication,
and I would like to offer you some perspective
of the power effective communication skill
beholds beyond NFL competition. 

The Gift of a Lifetime…
by Kevin Leahy, Regional Vice President, Lincoln Financial Group



Wonders in the workplace

Nothing opens doors in the workplace better
than being able to clearly and persuasively 
communicate. No matter what career path you
ultimately choose, the speaking skills you are
developing today will have a positive impact.
Think about it – success in most professions has
a direct relationship with good communication
skills. This is true everyday for all of us at
Lincoln Financial Group. Think of the best
teacher you have ever had, the doctor you felt
most comfortable with, or the most capable
attorney. The best all have one thing in common
– they communicate well. People who speak
well and articulate intelligently are perceived as
more capable, and their ideas and positions are
better received. Underneath, the well-formed
words, effective communicators exude confi-
dence – a trait that can pay large dividends in
the pursuit of success in the workplace. 

The power to reach people

It is not a coincidence that the power to reach
people is a common trait shared by many of 
our greatest leaders. History is full of examples
of great religious, political, and social leaders
making their mark through effective communi-
cation. Over time their words changed history
for the better, and have become the ideals of
our country. From “I have a dream”, to
“Winning isn’t everything, it’s the only thing” to
“Tear down that wall Mr. Gorbachev”, we are
inspired to believe and accomplish great things.
Your involvement in the NFL can take you to
such inspirational greatness. Lofty thinking 
perhaps, but high aspirations have to start

somewhere. For you, it might begin by using
your communication talents to become involved
in student government, or to lead a charity
drive, or to become more involved in events at
your place of worship. 

There’s no place like home

I cannot think of a better place for you to share
the gift of communication than at home with
your family and loved ones. This is where the
gift can also become a curse! Shakespeare said,
“words are like swords”, and from experience, 
I can recall innumerable times that I have used
the power of my words in the worst way with
people I love. I only wish that there were rules
to follow at home like there are in the NFL!
The strongest families and friends are those 
that communicate and share. I have learned that
it is essential to use the gift of communication
in a non-manipulative way with caring and 
loving intent. The ability to communicate with
buddies, boyfriend/girlfriend, parents, (and
eventually your spouse and children) is where
the gift truly shines. 

In closing, I would like to congratulate you 
for seizing the opportunity to improve upon
your communication skills through the NFL. 
I truly believe that the talent for speaking is an
awesome gift – one that will continue to reward
you for the rest of your life. 
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"Extempers can leave and go to the prep room, "
The hostess said to us, leading us to our doom.

The lot of us sat at the library tables.
Going over our mags, our quotes and fables.

They called my number "X322."
I came to the table and joined in the queue.

He gave us our envelopes and said to us,
"Draw!"
The topics this round concerned Government
and Law.

The first was on the Budget, the second on War,
But the third was the best, on the plight of the
poor.

I told the man the number of the topic at hand.
I sat back at the table and went to work   and,

I thought about drugs, prostitution and more,
In my magazines I found statistics galore.

I memorized the figures and stood near the wall.
I spoke to the cabinet, and stated my gall.

At "The state of the homeless, it is a crying
shame"
With more of these topics I could gain much
fame.

After twenty or thirty minutes had passed,
The prep monitor said the second speakers at
least,

"Go to your room, X322,"
It was marked on the map as room 40U.

I entered the room and scoped out the judge.
I remembered him somehow, but had forgotten
the grudge.

"How can the homeless be helped?: I said.
I remembered my outline and from memory read,

My speech that I wished would go on, if wordy,
For 6 at least, but I hope seven thirty.

I finished my speech with my grand design
To home all the homeless, and the government
malign.

I looked at the judge and he gave me a smile.
I knew I had suddenly passed the first trial.

One round was gone, with three more to go.
At the end I wished I would win, place, or show.

This process that all the extempers go through.
Was repeated twice more, with topics anew.

The nervous stares the judges gave me,
The queasy stomach, and the battered knee.

And the food I ate at the forensic tourny.
By the time finals came they would need a gur-
ney.

But the finals came around and the hostess once
more,
Announced that we faced our final door..

The finalists for Extemp were being spoken
We listened to the judges called, for some token,

A sign if we were in finals, we did care
We wanted to know, "Did our speeches fare?"

First they announced the B school and then
the Q
And then they announced "X322."

"YES, I'M IN!" I shouted with glee.
The first three rounds had broken me free.

I was in the top six of the huge tourny.
Before I exaggerated, I didn't need that gurney.

But why do we do it, why do we toil?
To make it to finals and then recoil.

For another announcement that ties our fate,
For those that had failed "I could have had a
date."

But If you are good, and can face the unknown,
If you can take a whole day and face it alone,

If you can create a 7-minute speech in only
twenty,
You are among few in a world of plenty.

To do a speech well, is truly a lift.
This ode to Extempers is for you a gift.

(Steven Tamm, a student  from New Hartford
Central School, (NY)
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• Ideas on Coaching Techniques?
• Strategies for Research?
• Interesting Team Stories?

• Tremendous Team Photos?
• Thoughtful Memories?

Email Sandy at nflrostrum@centurytel.net
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Many argue that extemporaneous speaking is the
most educational event in forensics, offering harmonized
training in critical thinking, argumentation, research, and
oral communication.1   Every weekend, thousands of stu-

dents from the middle school to college compete in fo-
rensics competitions where extemporaneous remains a
mainstay. Extemporaneous, as its moniker implies, cel-
ebrates the quality of mind, instantaneity, and invention.

The competitive product, however, often falls short
of the ideal. The event’s educational goals rightly in-
clude organization, analysis, and delivery—the founda-
tion criterion of judges rating—but there is often a spark
missing with robot like contestants and mechanical
speeches.

Most would grant that the praxis of competitive
speaking is conducted within a set of “unwritten rules”
yet very little research and no quantitative research has
been conducted on “rules” governing the importance of
analytic and organizational elements in extemporaneous
speaking.  The study reported below examines event
expectations, how evaluative criteria interact, and the
role of judging in restraining competitive practice.  The
experimental design was conducted at two national level
speech tournaments where judges viewed two extempo-
raneous speeches and responded to a questionnaire re-
garding the speeches.

This essay begins by reviewing the rational for
the extemporaneous speaking contest and the impor-
tance of organization, delivery and analysis to the con-
test event. Additionally, the study defines the “organi-

zation convention” and discusses normative behavior
compliance.

The Extemporaneous Speaking Contest
In the extemporaneous speaking contest speakers

diligently prepare, making sure, almost
with a fill-in-the-blank mentality, that
the ingredients match the formula.
They then hasten off to deliver their
speech to a waiting judge, an indi-
vidual armed with the round cru-
cible—The Ballot—complete with
criterion. Standard ballots in the ex-
temporaneous speaking contest typi-
cally list delivery, analysis/content and
organization as areas for evaluation.
Of these evaluative measures argu-
ably the pillar criterion is organization,
which serves as the primary focus of
this study.
Organization

Crawford outlines the prevailing organizational phi-
losophy in competitive extemporaneous speech organi-
zation when he writes:

Orientation is the function of devising the receiver-
centered purpose statement, stating the organizing ques-
tion, and proposing a minimum of three parallel responses
to the organizing question (main idea). The product of
this is a powerful logical overview of the total message
which can best be called a speech skeleton.2

This predictable form is designed to give the judge
a type of intellectual road map via clear numeration,
signposting and parallelism. 3   Prescriptive conceptions
of organization find easy pedagogic justification when,
as Barrett notes, “Speech instructors emphasize organi-
zation . . .because they know that clarity and orderly
unfolding of parts of the message are essential to effec-
tiveness in communication”.4  Empirical studies indicate
that unorganized speakers are perceived as “unin-
formed”5  less persuasive6  and even less liked than the
organized speaker. 7  Data also shows that clear organiza-
tion is important to message learning and retention.8  In
short, the arrangement/organization of a speech is one
of the “most addressed” and important aspects of a
speechmaking.9  With this kind of backing it is indeed
reasonable that organization is a central pedagogical goal
among forensics coaches.
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Delivery and Analysis
Delivery and analysis (invention) are the other major evalu-

ative aspects emphasized in extemporaneous speaking and are in-
terrelated with organization. Delivery can be thought of as use of
voice, stance and gesture that do not distract from the argument.10

Organization aids delivery when speakers are able to stay on course”
without “repeating themselves, or wandering aimlessly from point
to point.” 11

The practical importance of the extemporaneous speaking
contest is furthered by the centrality of analysis in the event. A
speaker’s ability to construct an argument is essential to the suc-
cess of a speech. Buys hints at the analysis/organization relation-
ship when he advises that “you must be able to present your basic
speech outline and support each part with evidence drawn from
experience and authority.”12  The importance of analysis in the
modern extemporaneous speaking contest is underlined by Preston
when he noted that “specific” and “general” analysis are the sec-
ond and third most commented upon issues on judges ballots,
with support for that analysis fourth. 13

Delivery, organization, and analysis are clearly vital to a suc-
cessful speech. They form the acronym D.O.A, which in medical
terms stands for “dead on arrival.” As a competitive speaker, it is
assumed that not living up to norms in these areas would result in
a competitive fatality, leaving many speaker and coaches fearing to
deviate from the conventions.
Organization Convention

Among forensics educators there exists a prescribed style
of organization in extemporaneous speaking contests. The “for-
mula” of organization falls into what Tom Preston calls the “unwrit-
ten rules” or norms.14  Preston goes on to write, “Conventions
such as signposting, following the structure outlined, reviewing
the (preferably three) points…” govern the event as strongly as
any written rules. The organization convention can be summed up
more precisely: a numbered preview of the main points, clear tran-
sitions from point to point, numbering of the main points in the
body of the speech and a numbered review of the main points in
the conclusion.15  The convention stands as a hyper-form of orga-
nization. Thus the reasoning seems to go that, if organization is
important, the more a speech is organized (or perhaps the more
apparent the organization) the better it will be.

This strict organization also interacts with delivery and analy-
sis. In the service of organization, delivery has become more for-
mal. Transitional walking, planned gesture and stronger vocal sign-
posts, for example, are conventions that serve the ends of high-
lighting organization. Analysis is often little more than, “Accord-
ing to Newsweek, January, 2003,” followed by a quote or a statistic.
The norm here is the form of the front-ended organization of the
citation. In fact it seems that organization trumps the other factors.

Speeches that fail to function within the conventions are an
anomaly, their deviation readily apparent. This is the main trepida-
tion of the forensics coach—the fear that the performance of your
competitors be perceived as outside the “acceptable” structure.
Too often individuals who attempt to move beyond the norms in
the forensic setting are criticized for taking the risk and a paralysis
sets in for the event. 16

Certainly not all individuals that buck the norms are casti-
gated. In most cases though we want people to fit in and when
confronted with violators of norms we seek to reduce or eliminate
the perceived discrepancy between a deviant action and the norms
that it violates. Robinson and Kraatz call our attempts to cognitively

bring these deviants back into the normative fold, a neutralization
strategy.17  In the forensic environment, the marginilization or neu-
tralization of a deviant is the purview of the judges and is noted in
their ballots, ranking and ratings. Judges use sanction as the means
to oblige competitors to comply with the standing norms of ”excel-
lence.”

The relationship of criterion and judges to competitive norms
argued above, however, remains largely speculative. Accordingly
this research was designed to assess if competitors who use the
“conventional” organization technique (1) receive superior overall
ratings, (2) are perceived as having superior organization, (3) are
perceived as having superior delivery, and (4) are perceived as
having superior analysis when compared to speakers that give a
speech absent the organization convention.

Judging
This study not only examines whether the conventional or

unconventional organization is perceived as superior, but asked if
there are evaluative differences resulting from a judges understand-
ing or knowledge of the conventional organization pattern.

In competitive speech contests, judges signal their approval
or disapproval of the speakers’ ability to conform to these pre-
scribed rules in two ways. First, judges provide a rank (the ordinal
placement of a competitor in round of 5-7 peers) and second, judges
provide a rating (most often a Likert-type scale: 1 being superior to
5 being poor or a percentage: 100% being superior to 50% being
poor, scores can fall anywhere within this range). Ratings are de-
fined on most judging ballots as the relation of that speaker to
other speakers in general; how far plus or minus is this speaker
from the average contestant?18

Not all judges know or use the formulaic convention as a
criterion for speaker ratings. Many judges are persons with limited
training in contest judging or limited current experience and are not
familiar with the norms.19  Some have recommended that inexperi-
enced judges should not be allowed to judge contest speaking,
claiming that decisions would be based on random factors or only
on delivery.20  Yet, these studies have failed to demonstrate a sub-
stantial difference in the decisions among more or less experienced
judges.

We reasoned that judges that has been in the forensic activ-
ity for a longer period of time would have a better understanding of
the normative conventions of a speaking event.  The result would
bet that they would prefer conventional organization technique
more than low experience judges. The corollary would follow that
judges of greater experience will be more punitive in their scoring
of the unconventional speech.

Study Design

To explore these questions three methodological choices
were made. First, data was gathered at actual speech contests with
bona fide speech judges. Second, the speeches the judges viewed
were “authentic;” a replication of a championship extemporaneous
speech. Finally, the tournaments supplied large and diverse judg-
ing pools.

The subjects studied were judges at The National Earlybird
Forensics Tournament, an invitational, held at Wake Forest Uni-
versity in September 1999 and the Santa Clara University Invita-
tional, held in December 1999. The Earlybird Tournament is the
season opening tournament drawing schools for thirty-five states.
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The Santa Clara University is a major California state tournament,
drawing schools from across the state of California.21  The utiliza-
tion of two large tournaments on two coasts provided a cross-
section of judges. Sixty-six judges participated in the study, forty-
four judges from the Earlybird Tournament and twenty-two judges
from the Santa Clara Invitational. Thirty-three were male and thirty-
two female, with one not indicating.

Procedures

Judges were recruiting utilizing a convenience sample drawn
from the judge waiting pools at both tournaments.  Participating
judges were randomly assigned to one of the two treatment groups
and then assigned to smaller viewing groups of approximately six
participants.  Participants were asked to watch a video taped speech
and were asked to treat it as if it were part of a normal extemporane-
ous speech round. Each treatment group watched a seven-minute
speech (video tape viewed on a television monitor) with either the
conventional organization pattern or with conventions removed.
After viewing a speech, judges were given a questionnaire that
contained a four item (overall rating, organization, delivery, analy-
sis), 7-point Likert scale measuring the perceived quality of the
speech.22  The questionnaire also provided an open-ended ques-
tion, affording judges the opportunity to include qualitative com-
ments about the speech.

The speech the judges viewed was taken from a transcript of
the 1997, National Forensic League national championship speech
in domestic extemporaneous speaking. Two versions of the speech
were recorded utilizing an experienced former competitor to deliver
the prepared transcripts.23  The conventional speech was verbatim
from a transcript, containing a numbered preview, clear transitions
to points/summary statements, numbered points in the body of the
speech, and a numbered review of the points in the conclusion.

The unconventional speech was adapted from the original tran-
script with the overt organization features removed so that the
speech did not have a numbered preview, clear transitions to points/
summary statements, numbered points in the body of the speech,
or a numbered review of the points in the conclusion. No changes
were made in the fundamental organization or substantive elements
of the speech.24   In total, 128 words were removed from the original
speech transcript for the unconventional speech.

Results
The following section provides the results of the statistical

analyses 25  preformed on the data provided from participant’s ques-
tionnaires. Two demographic questions were indicators of judge
experience with extemporaneous speaking (years judged and rounds
judged). Not surprisingly, as judge experience increased, the num-
ber of rounds judged in the last 5 years also increased (p.<.01).

The years involved in extemporaneous speaking were sig-
nificantly correlated with differences in rating the speech. As the
participants’ years involved in extemporaneous speaking increased,
overall quality, speech delivery and organization were assigned
poorer ratings. 26

A number of significant results were found in relation to the
questions asked. The first concerned overall impression of the
speeches and revealed that judges did give significantly better
overall rating score to the conventional speech (Table 1). Addi-
tionally, results indicated that the largest mean difference between
individual speech factors was reported for the organization of the
speech (Table 1). The stimulus speeches were arranged the same
way except for the absence or presence of the conventional orga-
nization prompts, yet participants viewed the conventional
speeches organization as excellent and the unconventional speech
as just being average.

t-test Values
* p=<.05, df=64

2.15, (SD=.90) 2.79, (SD=1.02) t=-2.63,p=.011*
1.66, (SD=1.02) 3.09, (SD= 1.47) t=-4.59,p=.000*
2.24, (SD=.90) 2.64, (SD=1.05) t=-1.63,p=.108
2.00, (SD=1.00)) 2.76, (SD=1.34) t=-2.94,p=.012*
8.06, (SD=3.43) 11.27, (SD=3.99) t=-3.51,p=.001*

Conventional
Organization Means

(n=33)

Unconventional
Organization Means

(n=33)

Speech Factor
Ratings

Overall Rating
Organization
Delivery
Analysis
Total Speech Score

Table 1: Differences In Speech Factor Ratings
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The “total speech score” statistic was used to test if judges
of high experience would give poor ratings to the speech the failed
to comply with the conventional organization norms. Judges with
three years involvement or less in extemporaneous speaking con-
tests were placed in the low experience group (N=31) and judges
with more than three years of experience were placed in the high
experience group (N=35), this served as a median split (Table 3).
For judges that viewed the speech with the conventional speech
organization elements, years involved in extemporaneous speak-
ing contest had no effect on total speech score. The results were

Qualitative Comments

This study also examined the contents of qualitative com-
ments made by participants. 28  Sixteen participants provided writ-
ten comments for the conventional speech and twenty-one judges
provided comments on the unconventional speech. The comments
were examined for whether they related to delivery, analysis, orga-
nization and overall impression. Additionally, comments were ex-

Table 2: Speech Factor Correlation Matrix
Factor Correlation Overall Delivery Organization Analysis  Total

Rating Speech Score

Overall Rating 1.00 .805** .605** .706** .887**
Pearson Correlation .000 .000 .000 .000
Delivery 1.00 .440** .613** .798**
Pearson Correlation. .000 .000 .000
Organization 1.00 .719** .842**
Pearson Correlation .000 .000
Analysis 1.00 .896**
Pearson Correlation. .000
Total Speech Score 1.00
Pearson Correlation.

** indicates correlation is significant at the 0.01 level; Sig. (2-tailed), N=66

Whereas organization was viewed as the most different be-
tween the two treatment conditions, delivery was perceived as
having the smallest difference. Delivery ratings means the two
groups were not statistically significantly different (Table 1). The
means between the two groups, however, were in the direction of
the hypothesis.27   furthermore the conventional speech was found
rated as having stronger analysis than the unconventional speech
(Table 1).

Results also pointed to a strong positive correlation among
all the speech rating factors (Table 2). Since all four single item
factors were highly correlated they were summed to create a fifth

factor, Total Speech Score. This rating was highly correlated with
all of the individual speech score factors. The correlation analysis
points to a strong relationship between speech factors where one
evaluative category has a strong effect on how another is per-
ceived. For example, this correlation matrix indicated that if a speaker
is perceived to have poor delivery, s/he are thought to have poor
analysis, overall speaking skills and organization. Furthermore, if
that speaker is thought to have good organization, that speaker
was thought to have good delivery, analysis and overall speaking
ability.

Table 3: Comparison of Total Speech Scores, Experience and Condition
Total Speech Score Conventional Unconventional
Means Organization Conventional
Low Experience 8.06 9.64

SD=3.34, N=17, (-1) SD=2.89, N=14, (0)
High Experience 8.06 12.47

SD=3.62, N=16, (-1) SD=4.31, N=19, (2)

Planned contrasts in parentheses

different in the unconventional organization group, the low experi-
ence judges total speech score rating was lower (perceived as
better) than experienced judges (Table 3). Low experience judges
scores increased 1.58 points for the total speech score when view-
ing the unconventional speech. High experience judges scores
increased 4.41 points for the total speech score when viewing the
unconventional speech. A contrast effects weighted ANOVA sug-
gested that a large portion of the variance in total speech scores is
explained by the experience model (F (1,62) =16.67, p <.05, eta
squared .21).

amined for differences in experience level (High/Low).
Participants that provided written comments for the conven-

tional speech were equally spilt with regards to experience level
(High=8/Low=8). Nine of the sixteen subjects in this condition
made comments on the speaker’s delivery. Of the nine judges that
commented on delivery, six judges had negative feedback and three
provided positive comments. Some of the negative delivery com-
ments included, “speaker lacked passion,” “used repetitive ges-
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tures,” “seemed stiff,” and “vocally to much on the same level.”
Participants that provided positive delivery feedback we even more
abbreviated, for example, “good delivery,” excellent delivery,” and
“well articulated.” There was no discernible difference in delivery
comments based on experience level.

Seven subjects in the conventional speech groups provided
comments on analysis. Three judges provided negative responses
regarding analysis and all three of those judges were in the high
experience category. The negative analysis comments included,
“Some of the logic of the speaker was based on opinion,” “not
enough statistics in the 1st point,” and “introduction point was
unimportant.” In the same condition group, four judges provided
these positive comments on the analysis in the speech, “excellent
use of refs. and quotes,” “facts were well supported with data,”
“speech with good sources,” “well thought out,” and “ excellent
analysis.” Of the four judges that provided positive analysis feed-
back, two were high in experience level and two were low in experi-
ence level.

In the conventional organization condition only two judges
made comments on the organization of the speech. Both judges
made positive comments about the conventional organization and
both judges were in the low experience level. One of the judges
provided these comments, “Intro, three points of analysis, sign-
post, summarizing conclusion were all present. Well Done!” The
judge provided a near word-for-word regeneration of the conven-
tional organization paradigm and praised the speech for compli-
ance. On the other hand, experienced judges provided no praise or
comments for the conventional organized speech in regards to its
organization.

The results of the content analysis for the unconventional
speech groups comments were more dramatic. Of the twenty-one
participants that wrote comments for the unconventional speech
twelve were in the high experience group and nine were in the low
experience group. Of the twenty-one judges in this group, fourteen
(8 high experience/ 6 low) wrote comments on the delivery of the
speech. All fourteen judges delivery comments were negative in
content and those comments were not significantly different in
content from the negative delivery comments provided by the
judges in the conventional speech group.

Judges in the unconventional group also contributed com-
ments with respect to the analysis. Three judges in the unconven-
tional condition provided positive feedback regarding the speeches
content. The positive comments included, “documentation was
impressive,” “10 unique sources,” and “good use of quotes and
evidence.” All three of the judges that gave positive analysis com-
ments were in the high experience group. Only one, low experience
judge wrote negative comments on the unconventional speeches
analysis and that comment was merely a request for more analysis.
This informal reading of comments did not reflect the more nega-
tive ratings analysis found in judge’s assigned measures. A num-
ber of possible explanations are available, including that judgments
of analysis operate independently from organization, yet even as
there were no negative written comments ratings nonetheless were
penalizing.

The judges in the unconventional group who commented on
the organization of the speech provided the most extensive written
feedback. Seven judges opted to comment on organization and all
seven judges provided negative feedback. Six of the seven judges
that commented on the poor quality of the unconventional speeches
organization were high in experience and three of those six were

individuals that had made positive assessments of the unconven-
tional speeches analysis. One judge commented, “Lack of sign-
posting and clear answer to topic weakened the overall presenta-
tion.” Another judge provided a detailed explanation of how the
speech should be organized, “Points to be covered should be out-
lined or numbered advising us why tobacco companies should be
punished. Then each area should be develop and supported. Fi-
nally, in the summary or conclusion, a recap or review points again
would be helpful to tell the folks what you told them.” This same
judge stopped the experimenter as he handed in his questionnaire
and said, “This is not an extemp speech. You need to have a num-
bered preview and review.” One of the other high experience judges
that praised the speeches content went on to write, “However, the
lack of structure in the body made it difficult to follow. “ The one
low-experienced judge that penned negative comments wrote,
“points jumped around.” Overall, the organization comments by
the judges in the unconventional group demonstrate a dramatic
negative impact on high experience judges overall impression of
the speech. One high experience judge in the unconventional group
wrote, “Could win a “local tourney”- would get nowhere at state or
nationals. Knows nothing about economics.” The judge that wrote
the previous comments was a high experience judge from the Cali-
fornia sample. These comments are ironic when the speech is a
transcript of the National champions final round speech and that
speaker was also the California State champion.

Discussion

Convention Strength

The initial questions that prompted this research was, “is
there an organization convention in extemporaneous speaking con-
test and if there is one how strong is the convention?” The data
gathered in the study points to a very strong organization conven-
tion governing the extemporaneous speaking event. For the par-
ticipants that viewed the conventional speech, their total speech
score ratings indicated that speech would be considered an excel-
lent speech. For the participants that viewed the unconventional
speech, their total speech score ratings indicated that speech would
be considered an average speech. Even with delivery and analysis
factors being controlled for, the conventional speech scored stron-
ger ranking in every area of evaluation.

Each factor (delivery, organization, analysis and overall im-
pression), except for speech delivery, was significantly adversely
effected by not complying with conventional organization tech-
niques. Delivery was rated as being poorer and was approaching a
significant level (p=.108). The largest difference between means of
speech factor was in regards to organization. The conventional
speech had a mean organization score of 1.67 (Superior Organiza-
tion) and the unconventional speech had a mean organization score
of 3.09 (Average Organization). One factor that could explain the
drop in all the score is the speech factors Pearson’s correlation
analysis . Table 2 indicates that all of the speech factors were
highly correlated.  That is, if a speaker has a major error in any one
area this would invite more “disciplinary” scores in the other areas.
The major error in a speech factor area in this study would be the
absence of the organization convention.

Finally we asked “is there a normative organization conven-
tion associated with experience levels of judges?” Using experi-
ence and treatment condition as independent variables and total
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